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Methods: bugsParallel is a set of R [2] functions for distributed computing with WinBUGS 1.4.*. It uses the R package Rmpi [3] to implement a network of Windows workstations. bugsParallel is a modified subset of the R2WinBUGS package [4]. bugsParallel uses the recluyer package [5] for parallel random number generation. This assures appropriately independent initial estimates when they are specified via a function that uses random number generation to generate the initial estimates. The seeds used by each WinBUGS chain are generated in bugsParallel by the master. The master generates a vector of random seeds – one per chain. The vector and chain identifier are passed to each slave that uses the appropriate element of that vector. It is passed to WinBUGS via the undocumented set.seed WinBUGS script command.

Implementation involves installation of the following open source software components: MPICH2 for Windows [6], an implementation of the Message-Passing Interface (MPI) for parallel computation, WinBUGS 1.4.3, R for Windows, and the R packages Rmpi and recluyer. bugsParallel is currently provided as an R script that the user accesses via a “source” command in a user written R script. To illustrate the use of bugsParallel the following R script and WinBUGS model were used to fit a sigmoid Emax model to a set of 125 simulated data points (see Figure 3). The sigmoid Emax example was run on a ThinkMate Workstation with two Intel E5345 Quad-Core processors (2.33 GHz) with 16 GB RAM. Eight MCMC chains of 100,000 iterations each were computed. The first 10,000 iterations were discarded. The MCMC chains were thinned to retain 1 of each 100 iterations, i.e., 7200 MCMC samples remained for analysis.

```r
model.name = "FXaExample" # root name of modeling files
tooldir = "C:/bugsTools"
library(Rmpi); library(recluyer)
source(par(tclibo, "bugsParallel.R", sep=";")

# Data management

xdata = read.csv("fxa.data.avg.csv")
bugsdata = list() # create WinBUGS data set
obs = rownames(xdata),
cobs = xdata\$cavg,
FXa = xdata\$fxa

bugssinit = function() list( # create initial estimates
Emax = runif(1,0,100),
logEC50 = rnorm(1,log(100),0.4),
gamma = 10*runif(1,0.25,1),
sigma = exp(rnorm(1,log(5),0.2)))

# specify what variables to monitor
parameters = c("Emax","EC50","gamma","sigma","FXaPred")
variables = mon.names(Emax, logEC50, gamma, sigma)

# Run WinBUGS

n.chains=6; n.iter=100000; n.thin=100; n.burnin=10000
mpi.spawn.Rslaves(n.chains=n.chains) # launches multiple R slave processes on available processors
mpi.set.seed() # initializes parallel random number generation

bugs.fit <- bugsParallel(data=bugsdata, int=bugssinit,
parameters.to.save=parameters, model.file=par(tclibo,"FXaEx",model.name,".txt",sep=""),
n.chains=n.chains,n.iter=n.iter,n.thin=n.thin,n.burnin=n.burnin,refresh=1,clear=FALSE,
bugs.directory = "C:\Program Files\WinBUGSI4/")

mpi.close.Rslaves() # stop R slave processes
```

Figure 1. R script for sigmoid Emax model example
**Results:** Computation of 8 MCMC chains of 100,000 iterations each required an elapsed time of 243 seconds when distributed over 8 processors versus 1806 seconds on a single processor. MCMC history plots, posterior marginal densities of the model parameters and posterior predictions compared to “observed” data are shown in Figure 3.

**Conclusions:** bugsParallel provides a practical open source option for parallel computation of multiple MCMC chains using WinBUGS in a MS Windows environment. The current version of bugsParallel is freely available from Metrum Institute ([http://metruminstitute.org/](http://metruminstitute.org/)). The remaining software components required for implementation are also freely available at the sites cited below.
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